
Subject 20th COC meeting Representation for 100% NCD repayment

To: [dt.mumbai@ctltrustee.com <dt.mumbai@ctltrustee.com>]

From Kirti Pal <kirtikumarpal@yahoo.com>

Cc: [dt@ctltrustee.com <dt@ctltrustee.com>]

Date Wed, Jun 16, 2021 at 11:34 PM

To,
Mr.Shashank B.Mukherji
Corporate Head
Catalyst Trusteeship Limited
Windsor, 6th Floor, Office No - 604
C..S.T. Road, Kalina, Santacruz (East),
Mumbai – 400 098

This is with reference to 20th COC meeting to be held on 17/6/2021 and misplaced Trust of Secured
NCD holder relied upon Catalyst Trusteeship Ltd.

DHFL, as per SEBI Rule required by only one credit rating agency valuation but multiple like CARE,
BrickWork rated it AAA also CRISIL & ICRA rated it commercial paper issues A1 +.

DHFL NBFC licensed, regulated, Safeguarded by NHB,RBI,SEBI legal provisions is also listed in Stock
Exchange and audited by agencies of Audit Firm of repute, I.e  Chaturvedi & Shah, Jignesh Mehta ,
Deloitte Haskins & Sells.

Besides, Catalyst Trusteeship Ltd. was the custodian of NCD holders to protect their interests. Also
Secured NCD tag weighed in my mind for Secured investment backed by DDR & Asset liability guarantee.

 I ,Kirti Kumar Pal , Senior citizen ,retired from private job ,parked around 22 Lakhs of entire EPFO Claim &
other Saving to DHFL'S FD/NCD in name of self & Family for short duration. Because at time of
retirement I was at 58 and senior Citizens schemes of LICI/ Post office entry age was 60. 

I have just recuperated from Covid19 amounted huge expenses. I am in depression How I will survive in
livelihood if meagre 23% is repaid as claim amount. I, Kirti Kumar Pal, a Senior citizen, retired from the
private sector, parked around 22 Lakhs of entire EPFO Claim to DHFL'S FD/NCD in name of self & Family
for a short duration. Because at time of retirement, I was at 58 and senior Citizens schemes of LICI/
Post office entry age was 60. 
I have just recuperated from Covid -19, which has amounted huge medical expenses. I am currently
suffering from depression and am desperately worried as to how I will survive my livelihood if meagre
23% is repaid as claim amount.

None of the safeguards that are supposed to protect retail investors in NCDs have worked as they
should.

Uncertain collateral

While investing in bonds, investors are often advised to prefer secured NCDs over unsecured bonds or
fixed deposits, as in the case of any default the underlying collateral can be liquidated to meet one’s
dues. By this yardstick, most lenders to DHFL should have no reason to panic as ₹74,000 crore of its
₹84,000 crore debt, was from secured creditors. But in the case, that Reliance Nippon AMC has been
fighting against DHFL in Bombay High Court showed that, in India, the collateral backing your bonds can
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prove ephemeral too. The AMC had subscribed to multiple tranches of DHFL NCDs that were secured by
a first charge on the company’s receivables. However, it found that, while repeatedly defaulting on its
dues to secured NCD holders between May and October 2019, DHFL had continued to make selective
payments to unsecured creditors.
The AMC also alleged that DHFL had ‘dealt with’ the collateral backing of its secured NCDs while inking
new securitisation deals with banks. Now, whether repayments by home loan-takers on DHFL’s
securitised portfolios can really qualify as collateral for NCDs is a contentious issue. After initially seeing
merit in the AMC’s case and imposing a blanket freeze on DHFL repayments, the Bombay High Court has
selectively relaxed it later on Its final ruling is pending. But the scramble for collateral goes to show that
the floating charge that is used to market NCDs as ‘secure’ instruments in the Indian context, was far
from fool-proof.

Lethargic trustee

Regulations place a heavy responsibility on debenture trustees to protect their interests. SEBI rules
require every NCD issuer to appoint a qualified debenture trustee, who is tasked with calling for periodic
updates from the borrower, supervising the creation and adequacy of securities and enforcing them in
case of default. But in DHFL’s case, Catalyst Trusteeship — the debenture trustee — seems to have been
quite lethargic in the performance of its duties. It was only in June 2019, after DHFL had defaulted on a
few obligations, that it disclosed the company’s failure to maintain adequate security for its NCDs of
2016-2018 vintage. DHFL had also skipped maintaining the 15 per cent Debenture Redemption Reserve
required by the Companies Act from FY18. It was only after defaults surfaced that the trustee seems to
have initiated legal action against DHFL for these slip-ups.
The trustee also proved less than forthcoming in its communications with bondholders. Writing to
DHFL’s NCD holders for the first time in early August, it sought their written consent for an inter-creditor
agreement and a draft resolution plan, offering rather sketchy details of what the plan entailed.
The details of this resolution plan, when they were finally made public in September, may have come as
a shock to those who did respond. The plan proposed that NCD holders agree to defer their principal
dues from DHFL for another ten years, with the company promising to use its future (uncertain) cash
flows to repay their principal in instalments, with a modest ‘return on investment’ of 8.5 per cent. Since
then, an active skirmish has broken out between DHFL’s big lenders on this plan. While the banks seem
keen to push ahead with it, institutional bondholders such as mutual funds appear to be resisted it on
the grounds that the haircut was too steep. In October, Catalyst Trusteeship finally moved the Debt
Recovery Tribunal on behalf of NCD holders.
I too authorized Catalyst trusteeship ltd. for inter credit arrangement.
Had DHFL and the debenture trustee kept retail investors informed as they engaged in hectic parleys
with institutions, retail investors could have made more informed decisions instead of groping in the
dark. That was in true sense Restructuring Plan and a constructive scheme. Proposed COC resolution
mandate for Liquidation which part away thousands of crores, especially from poor hapless depositors
and leaves them in lurch, is one of the worst & destructive financial resolution plans I have seen in ages.
But when under IBC COC'S resolution Process had adopted. There are few Points for Which CTL Should
withstand and fight:

 1)Debenture Distribution Ratio (DDR) 

As per 2019-20 Balance Sheet Amount of Rs1170 crore is with DHFL as DDR. This amount is solely of
and for debenture holder likely to be paid in case of default, bankruptcy or liquidation, apart from other
asset taken for valuation. Besides, NCD was secured, Any Short fall should be realised from other assets
liquidation. So Secured NCD have entitled for 100 % amount with interest till date of payment.
In addition, Company should have 25% of the value of outstanding debenture from their profit. It came to
my knowledge that DDR amount too is being misappropriated by the administrators by misusing
provisions of Bankruptcy law



provisions of Bankruptcy law.

2)Avoidance of Section under 66 of IBC

The current resolution plan is contrary to law and against the interest of all DHFL creditors /depositor
including non-convertible debenture (NCD) holders. 
“The administrator of DHFL has filed applications for recovery of almost ₹45,000 crore under Section 66
of the IBC against DHFL’s promoters and other persons on account of their fraud against the creditors.
Our Contention is that this amount of ₹45,000 crore must come to the defrauded parties, which are the
creditors/ depositor. 
The resolution plan, favours resolution applicant Piramal Group, allowing it to reap the benefits of
recoveries from the promoters. “Ascribing a value of ₹1 to the recoveries of fraud where claims are in
excess of ₹45,000 crore creates unjust enrichment of the buyer (Piramal) at the cost of creditors.
Piramal has bid only for the current value of DHFL which does not include these amounts that were
taken away fraudulently. Hence, the recoveries must come to the creditors only the fraudulent
transaction recovery benefit of around ₹45,000 crore should come to the creditors, including NCD
holders.
“Strangely, the current resolution plan allows Piramal Group to buy DHFL by paying mere ₹37,500 crore
as against the outstanding debt of ₹85,000 crore. Also, the benefits of claims of over ₹45,000 crore are
to be appropriated by Piramal fully by ascribing the entire recoverable amount a value of ₹1,"Piramal has
bid only for the current value of DHFL which does not include these amounts that were taken away
fraudulently. Hence, all the more reason, the recoveries must come to the creditors only," 
Further, it has alleged that the NCD holders of DHFL stand to lose the most from Piramal Group’s
resolution plan as the banks have recourse in the form of personal guarantees of promoters but the NCD
holders do not have any such recourse. “NCD holders will be left high and dry with a massive 65 -75 per
cent haircut if in future such recoveries from fraudulent transactions are allowed to pass through to the
resolution applicants, instead of the creditors,"

However, you had failed on instilling faith and the whole approach till now feels like a betrayal of our
trust instead of fair representation for our interests.

 Therefore, you should fight vigorously and stand firm that Nothing less than 100% repayment  is
acceptable to us. 
Finally, if COC doesn't concede to your demands, you should insist for dissenting note or protest remarks
in minutes of meeting. 
Alternatively, you should stage Walk out from meeting. Furthermore, you should send an affidavit to
NCLT expressing dissatisfaction on COC decision, a copy of that should be sent to NCD Holders.

Yours Sincerely,
Kirti Kumar Pal
Kashish
Kishagra

NCD details

DHFL NCD Series 1 (8.9% payable annually) Name/ISIN Number/DDID /NCD Number /Face Value
 /Total NCD Amount/ Maturity Date

Kirti Kumar Pal/ INE 202B071Y2 DHFC /IN 303655-10112212 /400 /1000 /4,00,000 /04-06-
2021



Kashish /INE 202B071Y2 DHFC/ IN 303655-10078762  /400/1000 4,00,000 /04-06-2021

Kushagra INE 202B071Y2 DHFC/ IN 303655-10084924 /400 /1000 4,00,000 /04-06-2021

Address & Contact details:

A-27, Kachnar Estate,
Sector Swarn Nagri, 
Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh

Phone Number : 9927792211, 9818143619


